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PURPOSE. To analyze the relationship between choroidal thickness and the distribution of
choroidal blood vessels in eyes with nonexudative AMD.

METHODS. Eyes with a diagnosis of nonexudative AMD were imaged using a prototype 100-kHz
swept-source (SS) optical coherence tomography (OCT) instrument (Carl Zeiss Meditec,
Dublin, CA, USA) with a central wavelength of 1050 nm. We used an OCT cube scan pattern
consisting of 512 3 512 A-scans over a 12 3 12 mm retinal area. The eyes were partitioned
into two groups based on the presence or absence of reticular pseudodrusen (RPD). All scans
were segmented using an automated algorithm. In addition, five eyes from each of the two
groups were randomly chosen for manual segmentation. Binary choroidal vessels maps were
generated from suitable OCT choroidal slabs, and the relationship between the density of
large choroidal vessels and choroidal thickness was analyzed using an Early Treatment
Diabetic Retinopathy Study–like target centered on the fovea.

RESULTS. Twenty-five eyes were enrolled in each group. The automated algorithm produced
accurate choroidal thickness maps with an average difference between the manual and
automated segmentations of 13.7 lm. There was a significant and stable correlation between
choroidal thickness and choroidal vessel density across the two groups. Both average
choroidal thickness and vessel density were significantly lower in eyes with RPD.

CONCLUSIONS. Our fully automated choroidal segmentation algorithm was able to capture the
different patterns of choroidal thickness over a wide area. Choroidal thickness has a clear
relationship with the density of large choroid vessels in our sample, irrespective of the
presence or absence of RPD.
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The choroid of the eye is a vascular structure that supports
the metabolic needs of the RPE and outer retina.1 Using

optical coherence tomography (OCT), it is often possible to
visualize the entire choroid and measure its thickness.2 Over
the past several years, a large number of studies have reported
on the thickness of the choroid in normal and diseased eyes.
Typically, these studies used spectral-domain (SD)-OCT instru-
ments with a central wavelength around 850 nm, adopted a
technique called enhanced depth imaging (EDI)-OCT for
improved visualization of the choroid, and measured choroidal
thickness at a single point under the fovea, or possibly at a few
preordained retinal positions.

Choroidal thickness measurements at specific retinal posi-
tions exhibit a relatively large test–retest and inter/intragrader
variability because the choroidal/sclera interface is often
difficult to visualize precisely.3–5 Despite these limitations,
there is a strong negative correlation between subfoveal
choroidal thickness measurements and increasing age and axial
length in healthy populations.3,6–8 In a number of disease
states, abnormal subfoveal choroidal thickness measurements
have been observed. Thicker choroidal measurements have

been found in central serous chorioretinopathy, Vogt-Koyanagi-
Harada disease, multiple evanescent white dot syndrome, adult
onset foveomacular vitelliform dystrophy, and macular telangi-
ectasis type 2.9–13 Thinner choroid thickness measurements
have been observed inferior to the optic nerve,14 in highly
myopic eyes,15 in diabetic eyes,16,17 and in eyes with reticular
pseudodrusen (RPD), also known as subretinal drusenoid
deposits (SDDs).18–21 In age-related macular degeneration, it
is the presence of RPD that has been associated with subfoveal
and peripapillary choroidal thinning rather than the diagnosis
of AMD.20,21 After controlling for age and axial length, Thorell
et al.20 showed there was no significant difference between a
normal control group and a group of AMD eyes with
geographic atrophy (GA) or drusen in the absence of RPD.
Rather, it was the presence of RPD that was associated with
choroidal thinning. Furthermore, Yiu et al.22 demonstrated that
after adjusting for age and refractive error, central choroidal
thickness was not significantly influenced by the diagnosis of
AMD status based on AREDS classification.

High-speed swept-source (SS)-OCT imaging with a central
wavelength around 1050 nm can provide excellent visualiza-
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tion of choroidal vasculature over a wide-field area without the
use of EDI. Using SS-OCT, Esmaeelpour et al.23–25 analyzed the
choroidal thickness in healthy eyes, AMD eyes, and eyes with
diabetic retinopathy by producing automated choroidal thick-
ness maps over a 368 3 368 field of view. The topographic
variance of choroidal thickness over the posterior pole was
observed in these choroidal thickness maps. Haas et al.19 used
similar SS-OCT choroidal thickness maps over a 368 3 368 field
of view to demonstrate local choroidal thickening underlying
RPD within each eye and an overall thinning with respect to
eyes with AMD, but without RPD.

In addition to changes in choroidal thickness measure-
ments, the relationship between choroidal vessels and RPD has
also drawn some attention. Querques et al.26 found that the
reticular patterns closely abutted, but did not overlie the large
choroidal vessels. Grewal et al.27 showed that RPD appeared to
follow the underlying choroidal vasculature. However, Vong-
kulsiri et al.28 demonstrated that there is no concordance
between SDD and large choroidal vessels or the stroma
between these vessels. Mohler et al.29 generated manual
choroidal segmentation over a 608 field and looked at choroidal
vascular patterns in nine eyes with and without chorioretinal
diseases. In these examples, a possible connection between
the geographic distribution of choroidal thickness and the
choroidal vascular patterns was suggested.

In the present study, we used a SS-OCT instrument to
acquire images over a 12 3 12 mm retinal region, a 408 field of
view, and generated choroidal thickness maps using a custom
fully automated choroidal segmentation algorithm. The perfor-
mance of this algorithm was validated by comparing the
automated choroidal thickness maps with manually segmented
choroidal thickness maps. In order to determine whether a
correlation existed between local choroidal thickness mea-
surements and local choroidal vessel densities, we analyzed the
relationship between the patterns of choroidal thickness
measurements and the distributions of choroidal blood vessel
densities in nonexudative AMD eyes with and without RPD.

METHODS

Between August 2013 and August 2014, patients with the
diagnosis of nonexudative AMD were included in a prospective
OCT study30 at the Bascom Palmer Eye Institute. The study
sought to analyze the performance of OCT as a tool to establish
the presence of RPD. It was approved by the institutional
review board (IRB) at the University of Miami Miller School of
Medicine and was performed in accordance with Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 regula-
tions. All patients signed an IRB-approved consent before OCT
imaging was performed.

A prototype SS-OCT instrument (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin,
CA, USA), operating at 100-kHz and with a central wavelength
of 1050 nm, was used in the study. Optical coherence
tomography images were acquired covering a 12 3 12 mm
retinal area (408 field of view) centered at the fovea using a
raster scanning strategy composed of 512 B-scans with 512 A-
scans per B-scan. Color fundus imaging was obtained using a
fundus camera–based flash system (TRC-50DX; Topcon Med-
ical Systems, Oakland, NJ, USA). Autofluorescence (AF)
imaging and infrared (IR) reflectance imaging were acquired
with a confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopic system
(Spectralis; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany).
We acquired AF images using an excitation wavelength of 488
nm and a detection wavelength of >500 nm. Infrared
reflectance images were acquired using a wavelength of 820
nm.

Eyes were partitioned into two groups based on a
consensus assessment of whether RPD were present or absent
based on standard multimodal fundus images, which included
color, AF, and IR reflectance images, and en face OCT images
generated using slabs with boundaries from 35 to 55 lm above
the RPE as described previously by Schaal et al.30 The original
sample contained 88 nonexudative AMD eyes without RPD and
72 nonexudative AMD eyes with RPD. For the purposes of the
current study, we reanalyzed a subset of the original dataset
large enough to show a significant effect. We randomly
selected 25 dry AMD eyes without RPD (group 1) and 25 dry
AMD eyes with RPD (group 2) for this study.

A proprietary, fully automated custom segmentation algo-
rithm was developed in a computing environment (MATLAB;
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) to determine the anterior
and posterior choroidal boundaries (i.e., Bruch’s membrane
and the choroidal/scleral interface). Choroidal thickness maps
were generated from the OCT datasets of the eyes in the study
(Fig. 1). In order to validate the performance of the choroidal
segmentation algorithm, five eyes were randomly chosen from
group 1, and five eyes were randomly chosen from group 2.
Manual choroidal segmentation was performed by one of the
authors [FZ] on all 512 B-scans from each of these 10 eyes by

FIGURE 1. Automated choroidal segmentations and the corresponding
choroidal thickness map. (A) B-scan through the fovea. (B) B-scan in A
showing the automated segmentation lines: Bruch’s membrane (red

line) and the choroid/sclera interface (blue line). (C) Corresponding
12 3 12 mm choroidal thickness map with the associated color map in
microns.
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using custom software. A comparison of the choroidal
thickness maps obtained from the manual and automated
segmentations in two of these eyes is shown in Figure 2.

In order to measure the choroidal vessel density, we used
the automated algorithm to generate en face OCT choroidal
slabs. The top boundary of the choroidal slab lay 40 lm below
Bruch’s membrane and the lower boundary was the choroidal/
sclera interface. These choroidal slabs provide a good
visualization of the large choroidal vessels (Fig. 3). Using
intensity thresholding in a graphics editing software (Adobe
Photoshop Elements 12; Adobe Systems, Inc., Mountain View,
CA, USA), one of the authors (FZ) generated binary maps
representing the distribution of the large choroidal vessels
from the choroidal slabs (Fig. 3). Different local intensity
thresholds were used to account for local variability in the
relative intensities and contrast within the choroidal slabs. In
addition, the optic disc region was removed from the resulting
binary images. The choroidal vessel maps were generated
without prior access to the corresponding choroidal thickness
maps to avoid any possible influence on the results.

In order to quantify and compare choroidal thickness and
choroidal vessel density, we defined a grid that resembled an
Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) target.
The target was composed of an inner circle with a 1.5 mm
radius and two concentric annular regions with radii of 3 and 6
mm, respectively. Each annular region was divided in four

subfields: superonasal, superotemporal, inferonasal, and infe-
rotemporal as shown in Figure 4. For each OCT image, the
location of the fovea was determined manually as described
previously31 by examining the B-scans in both the horizontal
and vertical directions. The ETDRS-like grid was then centered
at the corresponding foveal location on both the choroidal
thickness maps and the choroidal vessel maps. Vessel densities
were computed from the binary vessel maps as the number of
black pixel (vessels) in a given region divided the total number
of pixels in that region.

RESULTS

The mean age of the nonexudative AMD eyes without RPD was
78.6 years (SD: 9.6), and the mean age of the nonexudative
AMD eyes with RPD was 72.1 (SD: 8.3). Although choroidal
thickness is typically thinner in nonexudative AMD eyes with
RPD compared with nonexudative AMD eyes without RPD, we
found that the specific thickness patterns varied significantly
from eye to eye. Generally, the choroid was very thin in the
inferonasal region as previously described14 (Fig. 5). In the 10
eyes where manual segmentation was carried out, there was a
good overall agreement between the manual and automated
choroidal thickness maps (Fig. 2) with an average difference of
13.7 lm over the whole scan. A Bland-Altman plot of the

FIGURE 2. Comparison between (A, C) automated and corresponding (B, D) manual choroidal thickness maps. (A, B) Top: one eye without RPD.
(C, D) Bottom: one eye with RPD.
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difference between the manual and automated choroidal
thickness measurements for the 10 eyes over the 9 target
subfields is shown in Figure 6. The automated choroidal
thickness values are on average slightly larger than those
obtained from the manual segmentations.

A qualitative overview of the choroidal thickness maps and
the vessel density maps shown in Figure 7 suggested that,
while there was a lot of variability in these maps—both within
a given scan and across different eyes—there appeared to be a
relationship between the patterns with a higher density of
large choroidal vessels in areas with relatively larger choroidal
thickness measurements. A quantitative representation of this
relationship over the aggregate of the nine target subfields is
shown in Figure 8. We found that larger choroidal thickness
measurements did correlate with higher choroidal vessel
densities, and this relationship was essentially the same for
group 1 and group 2 study participants. However, group 2 did
have thinner choroidal measurements and lower vessel
densities overall. The correlation coefficient of choroidal
thickness and choroidal vessel density was 0.77 for group 1
and 0.70 for group 2. There was no significant difference
between the slope of the linear regressions in the two groups
(P ¼ 0.66). The overall relationship shown in Figure 8 is

substantially stable over most of the single target subfield.
Figure 9 shows the results for the central subfield comprised of
a circle with a 3 mm diameter. The Table reports the average
choroidal thickness measurements and vessel densities in the
two groups for each subfield with choroidal thickness
measurements significantly lower in group 2, except in the
outer inferotemporal sector. Choroidal vessel densities were
uniformly lower in group 2, although the difference did not
always reach statistical significance, particularly in the outer
inferonasal and inferotemporal sectors.

DISCUSSION

Understanding the choroidal geometry in both normal and
diseased eyes could offer valuable information about the
characteristics and progression of the underlying pathology.
However, measurements of choroidal thickness limited to one
or even several macular locations can only provide a very
limited picture of the status of the choroid. In the last few
years, several groups have generated choroidal thickness maps
of various sizes either manually6,29 or using automated
algorithms.23,32–37 Swept-source OCT imaging at longer wave-
lengths has several clear advantages over SD-OCT imaging,
such as increased penetration through the RPE, decreased
sensitivity roll-off, and higher scanning speeds, which enable
larger areas to be scanned and/or higher A-scan density.38

Therefore, SS-OCT provides the opportunity to generate wide-
field choroidal thickness maps and enables the study of large-
scale structures, such as the distribution of the large choroidal
vessels and their association with the pattern of choroidal
thickness measurements.

An overview of the choroidal thickness maps generated by
automated choroidal segmentation algorithms in the literature
shows that they tend to be affected by either artefactual
discontinuities or by over-smoothing masking local variations,
or both. The choroidal segmentation algorithm introduced in
this report is an effort to overcome these problems and to
generate a more realistic automated choroidal thickness map.
The manual validation of the fully automated choroidal
segmentation algorithm used a relatively small number of
manually segmented eyes since manual segmentation of these
OCT datasets is quite labor intensive, given the large number of
B-scans. The automated results are shown to be close
pointwise to the manually drawn boundaries and are able to
capture the distribution patterns of local choroidal thickness
measurements, at least in the eyes with dry AMD considered
here (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, the possibility of artifacts is always
a potential weakness in a study using automated segmentation.

Many factors can influence choroidal thickness, such as age,
axial length, sex, blood pressure, eye pressure, and hypercho-
lesterolemia.3,39–42 Even some environmental factors such as
drinking coffee or smoking can influence choroidal thick-
ness.43–45 It is not known how or whether these factors affect
the local choroidal geometry, although it might be reasonable
to assume that such systemic factors would have a global
effect. However, it is likely that certain pathologies might cause
localized changes in the distribution of choroidal thickness and
choroidal vessels and these changes might be useful for
monitoring different stages of disease progression.

Gerendas et al.46 compared choroidal thickness measure-
ments on a single central B-scan with the average choroidal
thickness measurements over an ETDRS target. They found
that the single B-scan measurements correlated well with the
volumetric measurements in their sample of eyes. However,
average choroidal thickness is a parameter that poorly
describes the variability in the distribution of the choroidal
thickness measurements we observed, particularly over larger

FIGURE 3. En face OCT choroidal slab and corresponding binary
choroidal vessel density map. (A) A B-scan showing the automated
choroidal segmentation lines. (B) The corresponding en face OCT
choroidal slab. It spans from 40 lm below Bruch’s membrane (red line)
to the choroidal/scleral interface. (C) The binary choroidal maps
generated from the slab in (B).
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retinal areas. For instance, it has been observed by several
authors that the choroid is thinner in the region inferior and
nasal to the optic disc,4,21,34,47–49 which is probably the result
of ocular development and closure of the optic cup. Clearly,
central choroidal thickness could not be, in general, a good
predictor of the wider distribution of choroidal thickness on
this scale.

Haas et al.19 analyzed wide-field SS-OCT choroidal maps of
AMD patients and reported a correlation between local
choroidal thickening and the geographic distribution of RPD
within each eye and an overall thinning, which they attributed
to AMD severity and the presence of RPD. This result is
intriguing, but it is somewhat difficult to quantify such a

correlation in a manner that takes into account other
confounding factors. For instance, RPD are typically distributed
preferentially at the superior and/or superior temporal
arcades26,50 and the distribution of choroidal thickness tends
to be larger in these regions.26,51 Our results give more
information on the geographic distribution of choroidal
thickness, confirming that average choroidal thickness is larger
in superior sectors than in the corresponding inferior ones.

Using en face SS-OCT, Dansingani et al.52 suggested that
choroidal thickness maps correlated spatially with the distri-
bution of dilated outer choroidal vessels in pachychoroid
spectrum disorders. A recent work by Mohler et al.29 analyzed
SS-OCT choroidal thickness maps covering a 608 field of view.

FIGURE 4. Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study–like grid used for subfield analyses of choroidal thickness measurements and choroidal
vessel densities. (A) Overlay of grid on a choroidal thickness map. (B) Overlay of grid on a binary choroidal vessel density map. Grid consisted of 3-,
6-, and 12-mm diameter circles centered on the fovea.

FIGURE 5. Examples of choroidal thickness maps of nonexudative AMD eyes with and without RPD. (A–D) Eyes with nonexudative AMD without
RPD. (E–H) Eyes with nonexudative AMD with RPD.
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This was a purely descriptive study of a small number of eyes
using manual segmentation. However, there was a suggestion
that the choroidal vascular pattern might play a role in the
distribution of choroidal thickness measurements. We similarly
had noticed an apparent correspondence between choroidal
thickness and choroidal vasculature patterns (Gregori G, et al.
IOVS 2015;56:ARVO E-Abstract 5155), and we hypothesized
that this correlation might be more apparent in eyes with AMD
and RPD since the choroid is thinner in these eyes.

To the best of our knowledge, we report here the first
quantitative analysis of the relationship between choroidal
thickness and large choroidal vessels. Our results show that the
choroid is thicker in regions with a higher density of large
choroidal vessels in nonexudative AMD eyes, irrespective of
whether RPDs are present. We found that the correlation
between choroidal thickness and vessel density was essentially
the same in the two samples in both the overall area and in
targeted subfields, although the choroidal thickness was
significantly lower in eyes with RPD. For instance, the Table
shows that the average choroidal thickness is significantly
lower in group 2 for all subfields except for the outer
inferotemporal one. Moreover, the average and the distribution
of choroidal thickness measurements in the central subfield in
the two groups match those published by Thorell et al.20 For
both groups, average choroidal thickness in all superior sectors
is larger than that in the corresponding inferior sectors (i.e.,
larger in the outer superotemporal sector than in outer
inferotemporal sector, etc.). Correspondingly, in group 2, the
choroidal vessel density is significantly lower in the aggregate,
and uniformly lower in all subfields. This decrease in choroidal
vessel density in eyes with nonexudative AMD and RPD is
consistent with the hypothesis that RPD are a feature
associated with an underlying vasculopathy. The relative small
sample size is most likely responsible for the failure to achieve
a significant difference in vessel density between the two
groups over the interior inferotemporal and the outer super-
otemporal sectors. However, the reduction in average vessel
density was small in the outer inferonasal and the outer
inferotemporal sectors. This was not surprising for the outer
inferonasal sector since this sector had the lowest average
vessel density in all cases. It is not immediately obvious why
the outer inferotemporal sector should behave differently from

all the others, and further investigation might be warranted.
Nevertheless, for both groups, the relationship between
thickness and vessel density in this sector remain essentially
as illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. It is quite remarkable how
stable the relationship between choroidal thickness and
choroidal vessel density was across both groups and most
locations (Figs. 8, 9). In our sample, the regression lines for
both overall and single subfield data are almost identical to
each other and across the two groups.

The approach we took to quantify the choroidal vasculature
using a manual, local intensity thresholding of choroidal slabs
has some weaknesses; however, there is no standard approach
to quantify the choroidal vessel density. The major retinal
vessels are included in the OCT choroidal slabs. Other OCT
features, as well as differences in illumination, could also
possibly affect local intensity and contrast in the choroidal
slabs and therefore in the binary vessel map. However, the

FIGURE 6. Bland-Altman plot of manual choroidal thickness measure-
ments minus automated choroidal thickness measurements over all
subfields. Red: group 1 without RPD. Blue: group 2 with RPD. The
dotted lines show the mean difference and the 95% limits of agreement
(mean difference 6 1.96 SD of the difference).

FIGURE 7. Examples of choroidal thickness maps with corresponding
binary choroid vessel density maps with and without RPD. (A, C, E, G)
Choroidal thickness maps. (B, D, F, H) Binary choroidal vessel density
map. (A–D) Nonexudative AMD eye without RPD. (E–H) Dry AMD
eyes with RPD.
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relative contribution of the retinal vessels, the smaller
choroidal vessels, and other factors to the vessel density is
small compared with the contribution from the large choroidal
vessels. We also introduced a new ETDRS-like target for the
quantitation of choroidal vessels. An important note is that we
divided the target into subfields using horizontal and vertical

lines through the fovea (superotemporal, superonasal, infero-
temporal, and inferonasal) rather than the more commonly
seen superior, nasal, inferior, and temporal subfields. The
reason for this choice was that the choroidal thickness patterns
clearly followed a horizontal foveal divide, at least when it
came to the inferonasal sector. Another issue is that the outer

FIGURE 8. Plots of choroidal thickness measurements versus choroidal vessel density measurements over all subfields in eyes with and without
RPD. (A) Group 1 without RPD (r ¼ 0.77). (B) Group 2 with RPD (r ¼ 0.70).

FIGURE 9. Plots of choroidal thickness measurements versus choroidal vessel density measurements over the central subfield in eyes with and
without RPD. (A) Group 1 without RPD (r ¼ 0.75). (B) Group 2 with RPD (r ¼ 0.80).

TABLE. Average Choroidal Thickness (lm) and Vessel Density Across Subfields and Groups

Choroidal Thickness Vessel Density

Location Group 1 Group 2 P Value Group 1 Group 2 P Value

Central subfield 292.49 236.57 0.007 0.73 0.53 <0.001

Interior inferonasal 242.29 195.96 0.008 0.48 0.36 0.05

Interior superonasal 264.75 207.91 0.003 0.58 0.40 0.002

Interior superotemporal 296.45 244.63 0.003 0.64 0.55 0.06

Interior inferotemporal 265.48 225.00 0.018 0.51 0.44 0.29

Outer inferonasal 185.54 160.59 0.023 0.32 0.31 0.75

Outer superonasal 225.58 182.91 <0.001 0.52 0.44 0.01

Outer superotemporal 290.23 250.14 0.003 0.67 0.59 0.10

Outer inferotemporal 237.62 217.36 0.157 0.44 0.44 0.97

All subfields 255.60 213.45 <0.001 0.55 0.45 <0.001
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circle in the target had a radius of 6 mm, and the target would
not be entirely contained within the OCT scan if the scan was
not perfectly centered at the fovea. In that case, some or all of
the outer subfields may have been somewhat smaller than the
corresponding sectors in the target. However, none of the eyes
in our sample had any subfields missing more than 5% of the
area from the corresponding sector. This should not have
impacted our results since the averages were computed on the
actual number of data points falling in the subfield.

Wide-field choroidal thickness maps may provide a better
understanding of the choroidal thickness patterns and the
physiologic factors that affect them. Given our results, as well
as the examples shown by Mohler et al.,29 it is likely that the
patterns of choroidal vessels have an important effect on
choroidal thickness, not only in normal eyes, but most notably
in eyes with different ocular diseases. The profound associa-
tion with RPD and the correlation between decreased vessel
density and decreased choroidal thickness strongly suggest that
the presence of RPD is a sign of an underlying choroidal
vasculopathy. While it’s possible that RPD could directly affect
the choroidal vessel density, it seems more likely that they
represent an underlying choroidal disease, especially since the
location of RPDs do not correlate with the location of the
thinnest choroid and the location with the lowest choroidal
vessel density. More likely, RPDs represent a global ocular sign
that there is an underlying vascular deficiency; however, much
work remains to understand this relationship. In summary,
wide-field SS-OCT imaging of the choroid is a useful strategy for
identifying variations in choroidal thickness measurements,
and these variations correlate with the density of the choroidal
vessels.
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